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Abstract- With the use of a micro data centre (mdc), fog computing brings the cloud closer to 

the user, resulting in faster response times for delay-sensitive applications. Supporting batch and 

interactive applications while respecting their deadline and security requirements is the goal of 

RT-SANE (Real-Time Security Aware scheduling on the Network Edge). Taking into 

consideration network latency and security tagging, RT-SANE selects between a mobile data 

centre (mdc) and a cloud data centre (cdc). Private, semi-private, and public labels are assigned 

to user-submitted jobs, whereas trustworthy, semi-trusted, and untrusted labels are assigned to 

mdcs and cdcs, respectively. It is possible to run private tasks on the user's local mdcs or pre-

trusted cdcs with RT-SANE, while semi-private and public jobs may be run on distant mdcs and 

cdcs. RT-SANE employs a distributed orchestration architecture and protocol that takes security 

and performance into consideration. Workload traces from the CERIT-SC Cloud are utilised for 

the analysis. Additionally, we take into account the transfer of straggler tasks that are running 

slowly and having an impact on the Fog framework. Compared to other algorithms that take 

security tags into account, RT-SANE has been shown in experiments to have a greater "success 

ratio" (the percentage of tasks that were completed successfully). 

 Keywords—  Job, Management, Fog, systems, Real time protection.   

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 The quantity of data being produced by Internet of Things (IoT) enabled devices is 

growing rapidly. For this information to be useful in real-time systems, it must be processed 

quickly [9]. Estimates suggest that there will be several billion Internet-enabled devices in use by 

2020 [26], while these figures may vary (as they do between Gartner, Cisco, and other industry 

projections). There is, therefore, a pressing need to develop distributed systems capable of 

effectively processing "big data" generated by these Internet of Things gadgets. Hardware 

advancements have been substantial as well, with not too long ago's servers having performance 

levels on par with today's smartphones. Data-intensive applications may now be processed 

locally, thanks to the widespread availability of such user-owned devices. The data produced by 

these IoT devices may be processed in a cloud data centre (cdc), which is the most popular 

method of execution right now [15]. One drawback is the lengthy delay in data transmission 

between the cdc and IoT gadgets due to network latency. However, by the time the data reaches 
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the cdc [18], the real-time applications would have missed their processing deadlines. Latency-

sensitive processing is essential for many real-time applications, including multiplayer online 

games, rendering of images and videos, streaming of audio and video material, smart and 

autonomous vehicles, and many more. 

 In order to avoid the delays that would occur while sending application data to the cloud, 

it is preferable to execute as much processing as possible at the network's edge [3]. Work that 

would have been scheduled to run in the cloud data centre may instead be carried out by devices 

at the network's edge, such as switches, routers, and gateways. Edge computing is discussed by 

Bittencourt, Lopes, Petri, and Rana [15] and Dastjerdi, Gupta, Calheiros, Ghosh, and Buyya [17]; 

in this model, applications utilise access points to retrieve and transport data to a centralised data 

centre (cdc). Some of these nodes may be modified to serve as mdcs if they offered storage and 

processing power at the network's periphery (also known as cloudlets). Smart phones, mobile 

data terminals, and the centralised data centre all work together to share information. In addition, 

the multiple mdcs may talk to one another in a peer-to-peer fashion. Programs' execution states 

must be communicated in order to be saved, and this communication may be used to preempt 

applications running on a mobile device's local mdc for the sake of mobility and then restart 

them on a different mdc. A further categorization of apps is possible depending on their QoS 

needs and features, with interactive and batch applications being the two primary types [29]. 

Less computationally demanding than other types of activities, interactive ones nonetheless need 

real-time performance, meaning they must be completed by a certain deadline. Contrarily, batch 

tasks tend to be more computationally complex and may not need immediate results. To avoid 

the delays that might occur while transferring data to a cloud data centre, it makes sense to 

perform interactive operations at the edge, or on the mobile data centres (mdcs). The two cdc 

options that have been examined for running batch tasks are private and public cdcs. Although 

private cdcs provide more security than public ones, they do so at an additional expense [32]. 

These safe cdcs are suitable for latency-tolerant, high-security applications [33, 34].  

 Cloud computing's privacy and security features are only as good as the security 

measures provided by the supplier. Data centres are often used as part of a solution's deployment 

strategy, and this may affect anything from the encryption techniques supported by the solution 

to the data's anonymization capabilities to the solution's physical location. Rahulamathavan et al. 

[37] looked at the potential for a data breach (i.e., a threat to the privacy of users' data) while 

storing information in a data centre. The study in [37] served as the basis for this work's 

identification of security tags, which indicate that data privacy is linked to the capabilities given 

by a provider and therefore included as a tag to aid in the finding of a mdc or cdc (depending on 

the audited security capability based on these security controls). The Cloud Security Alliance 

takes a similar tack, encouraging self-certification among Cloud service providers through their 

"Cloud Controls Matrix" security methodology 1. For both mdcs and cdcs, we take into account 

16 data privacy rules from [37] to back up the use of such tags. 
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II. RELATEDWORKS 

Some initial processing may be carried out closer to the user device/data production 

source, which can be advantageous for applications with high latency and reaction time 

requirements, such as gaming and stream processing. Edge resources can either I support an 

approximate version of capability that would be carried out within a data centre [30] or (ii) 

enable adaptation of a pre-generated model to be carried out [27], allowing subsequent re-

synchronization of this mo where the network connecting a user device to a cloud data centre can 

fail or have a variable availability profile (i.e. network Quality of Service can change 

significantly over time, in an unpredictable manner). Data shared with a cloud provider may be 

immediately accessed and searched, therefore this raises questions of data ownership and 

confidence in the cloud data centre provider, which are also affected by the usage of edge 

resources. 

In addition, some writers have investigated scheduling for edge computing resources. In 

[25], two scheduling frameworks, iFogStor and iFogStorZ, are suggested; the former use Integer 

Linear Programming to discover an optimum solution, while the latter employs a heuristic to get 

an approximation solution with a reduced computing cost. On the other hand, several of these 

methods [24, 25] ignore actual submission dates. In [12], we find a proposal for a mobility-aware 

scheduling system (including a survey), but no assistance for time-sensitive jobs. Considering a 

set of potential edge nodes on which such resources might be housed, this feature is in sync with 

the emphasis on understanding how services can be mapped to edge resource. As Skarlat et al. 

[19] demonstrate, this may be modelled as an optimization issue, with the goal of decreasing the 

time it takes for services to exchange data with one another throughout a process. This is 

achieved by using cloud-fog middleware. 

"Real-world" workloads have been defined and compared by a few researchers [28, 29]. 

Over the course of [29], we see that Google's data centre workloads, totaling over 25 million 

processes, are distributed among 12,500 hosts. Job parameters such as duration, frequency of 

submission, and resource consumption were analysed (both CPU & memory). Short interactive 

tasks and lengthy grid jobs were analysed separately. Algorithms used to schedule tasks on fog 

networks might use this kind of work as input. 

Disadvantages 

Because to inefficient data scheduling algorithms, the system performs poorly. 

Due to a lack of robust cryptographic methods, the system's security is compromised. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

An mdc and a cdc are combined in the proposed system, and a new scheduling method called 

RT-SANE is introduced to meet the privacy/security and real-time performance requirements of 

application workloads. Users' private interactive apps are limited to running on their local mdc in 

RT-SANE, whereas private batch programmes are limited to running on the private cdc. Semi-

private applications (those that access data stored in the cloud) are routed to the nearest cdc 
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(either private or public). Last but not least, public-facing apps may be run on a remote mdc or 

cdc (either private or public). Due to the urgent nature of interactive tasks, they may be run on 

either domestic or international mdcs, whichever has sufficient resources. Due to the nature of 

batch processing, cdcs are used for projects with a more lenient or nonexistent deadline. 

Advantage 

The system is more efficient because it makes use of the Best Effort Orchestration Protocol for 

data scheduling, which was developed by the Distributed Orchestration Architecture. 

 

 
Fig.1 Proposed system architecture 

Modules 

Owner of the Information 

Providers of data use this section to deposit their encrypted files onto a remote server in the 

Cloud. The owner uses a secure encryption method to protect the data file before saving it to 
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the CDC server. The User has the ability to access owner-corresponding files from the CDC 

in which the encrypted data is kept, as well as conduct the following activities on the file. 

Hosting Servers in the Cloud 

The primary function of the server in the cloud is to act as a repository for the Data Owners' 

information. Files containing sensitive information are encrypted by data creators before 

being uploaded to the Server. Data consumers download encrypted files of interest from the 

Server, and the Server decrypts them for them so that they may access the shared data files. If 

a user makes a request to the server for access to a file and subsequently conducts the 

following actions on the server: Inspect any and all of the user's files, Search for all threats in 

the cloud, Review the breakdown of all available partitions. 

Only the person with the secret key may access the data file in this module. A user may 

access a data file by requesting its key from the relevant CDC, receiving the key in return. 

• Compact Data Facility 

The MDC does the following tasks inside this section: Verify the health of all partitions, Pick 

the partition depending on its current condition (Idle or Normal) Look at the whole Partition 

status report, Pick the slice, then place the resources in the cloud that corresponds to it. 

Browse through the Specifics of Every Purchase, Find out who is using the cloud. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 The output screens obtained after running and executing the system are shown in Fig.2. 

We now provide more detail on the simulation results we ran to gauge RT-performance. SANE's 

As evidence, we have selected illustrative cases that conform to our proposed Distributed 

Orchestration Architecture (DOA). The suggested RT-SANE method was inspired by its 

structure and protocol. It's possible that our findings may alter depending on the cloud platform 

we end up using because of the wide range of performance profiles available across different 

platforms. Previous cloud system benchmarks have shown the same thing, with various VM 

choices and combinations resulting in varied profiles of application performance [35], [36]. In 

this study, we have used this methodology to explore performance limits under different 

scheduling scenarios. Our findings are consistent with those shown in the aforementioned papers. 

iF ogStor [25], another scheduling technique for the edge-cloud architecture, has been compared 

to RT SANE. 

When it comes to reducing latency in a system as a whole, iF ogStor, a non-real-time data 

placement strategy in the fog environment, leverages heterogeneity and geolocation to distribute 

workloads across edge and cloud hosts. In iF ogStor, the fog nodes are separated into several 

regions. The fog machines operating in the same region are grouped together into a zone. 

Keeping tasks in the same time zone is done to cut down on overall wait times. Because certain 

jobs can only run on particular hardware, heterogeneity is used to locate a compatible host. 

Simulations have taken into account data from the Czech Republic's CERIT-SC system [28], a 

scientific cloud operated by Masaryk University. About 5,500 processing cores and 5 petabytes 

of storage space may be found in this cloud. Virtualization makes use of around 75% of the CPU 
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cores, while the remaining 25% are utilised for "bare metal" software. The data was gathered 

over the course of one year, in this case 2016. Workload is a hybrid of cloud virtual machines 

and grid-based tasks. The grid tasks are computationally demanding and hence need additional 

CPUs. However, cloud virtual machines have lower CPU requirements. So, cdcs may run grid 

tasks, whereas mdcs run VMs. We decided to use iFogSim [6] to run our simulations. Using this 

simulator, we have been able to replicate certain characteristics of mdcs and cdcs. Because the 

iFogSim simulator can test out several schedule options in a virtual cloud and fog setting, it has 

proven to be an invaluable tool for us. These jobs' due dates and their required MIPS processing 

power have been saved in the same class. Module allocation, communication network latency, 

and execution capabilities of all mdcs and cdcs are also part of this category. The class 

FogDevice has a method called updateAllocatedMips that is responsible for satisfying the MIPS 

needs of each individual execution module. Because of the work due dates, we have adjusted this 

class accordingly. The simulator is pre-programmed using the "time shared" technique. There is 

a work priority queue in the simulator. The modules in this queue are organised from earliest due 

date to latest, or from the front of the queue to the back. On top of that, we have a function that 

checks to see whether a module has finished running. In this scenario, we remove the offending 

module from the queue, allowing the other tasks to proceed in the mobile and cloud data centres.  

  

Fig.2 Comparative analysis of proposed system with existing system 

V. FUTURE SCOPE AND CONCLUSION  

 When running apps on the cloud, there is significant communication delay. The delay is 

too great for time-sensitive real-time programmes. It makes sense to run these applications on 

fog devices, which are located at the network's periphery. Because fog devices are often located 

close to end users, there is far less of a latency in communication as compared to using the cloud. 

We find that there are two benefits to scheduling time-sensitive applications on the edge devices. 
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One benefit is increased efficiency (higher Success Ratio). Second, issues with data security 

associated with cloud storage are resolved. We present a scheduling technique called RT-SANE 

that takes both performance and security into account. In this analysis, we focus on two distinct 

kinds of work: interactive and batch. The local mdc and private cloud cdc handle the interactive 

and batch workloads, respectively. Semi-public batch jobs and interactive jobs are transmitted to 

the foreign mdc, while the foreign private cdc handles all of the sensitive data. When everything 

is said and done, public interactive jobs and public batch jobs are carried out on the foreign mdc 

and the foreign public cdc. Private tasks are executed on nearby mdcs and cdcs to ensure their 

safety. More than that, a protocol and architecture based on a Distributed Orchestrator have been 

suggested. We also think about straggler tasks, which cause unnecessary delays in the system's 

overall job execution. In order to boost the performance of the application, we suggest a simple 

addition to RT SANE that moves these tasks to other available mdcs in the system. On actual 

workload data from the CERIT system [28] and from Google [29], simulations reveal that the 

RT-SANE gives a superior system performance, owing to a larger value of Success Ratio, than 

iF ogstor and cdconly. This is achieved while the suggested method takes into account the 

hierarchical structure of the edge-cloud architecture and the application security needs. 
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